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Abstract 

 In this paper, we applied long short term memory(LSTM) for classifying political polarity in cyber public 
sphere. The data collected from the cyber public sphere is transformed into word corpus data through word 
embedding. Based on this word corpus data, we train recurrent neural network (RNN) which is connected by 
LSTM’s. Softmax function is applied at the output of the RNN. We conducted our proposed system to obtain 
experimental results, and we will enhance our proposed system by refining LSTM in our system. 
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1. Introduction 

There have been various research on the sentiment analysis and opinion mining in cyber public sphere. 
Most of these methodologies are concerned in calculating information theoretic measures such as pairwise 
mutual information (PMI) and application from traditional machine learning methodologies.  

In this paper, we performed experimental research on analyzing political polarity from opinions in cyber 
public sphere, using word embedding and long short term memory (LSTM). For the data analysis, we 
consider two online public forums, which show completely different political tendency, Today’s Humor and 
Ilgan Best. For this purpose, we collected and analyzed the public opinions of Today's Humor site and Ilgan 
Best (Ilbe) site, which show opposing political tendencies.  

Figure 1 shows the conceptual diagram of the proposed system.  
In the experiments, we have acquired a corpus sequence W from a certain cyber public sphere. We can 

define W ∈ , where T is the length of sequence and m is the embedding dimension of variance 
representation. We input the sequence W into an LSTM neural network following temporal order. We use 
results of the last time T as a feature vector of the document and input the resulting feature vector to a 
feedforward network to infer the probabilistic distribution on political polarity class labels of W. 

 

2. Political Polarity as a Subset of Sentiment Analysis 
Sentiment analysis is often referred as opinion mining. In machine learning, sentiment analysis usually 

means a systematic research on extraction of information units that denote a particular subjective emotion 
from natural language data. This natural language data is usually review information, but it can be discussion 
articles from cyber public sphere. In marketing application, customer survey data can be used too.  

These sentiments can be opinion, emotion, and attitudes. Note that the sentiments are not a fact, but a 
subjective impressions. The easiest form of sentiment in sentiment analysis can be regarded as a binary class 
of classification problem.  For example, the sentiment can be classified as for/against, like/dislike, and 
good/bad. Political polarity analysis is one application of sentiment analysis.  
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Figure 1. Block diagram of the overall system 

 
Some related tasks with sentiment analysis is information extraction, question answering, summarization, 

“flame” detection, troll detection, identification of child-suitability, bias identification, identification of 
inappropriate contents in advertisement, etc.  

In the business domain, sentiment analysis is very important and widely used. One example is that it is 
usually very difficult to survey customers who did not buy the company’s laptop. To obtain the opinion from 
those potential customers, we can search the Web for opinions and reviews for the laptop product and its 
competitors. Those Web sites for the opinions and reviews include blogs, Epinions, Amazon, Tweets, etc. 
The sentiment analysis system can create a condensed version of those opinions and reviews.  

In the politics domain, there are various applications. Those applications include analysis of trends, 
identification of ideological bias, targeting messages, estimating reactions, etc., Note that those applications 
are generally for evaluating the voters’ opinions and summarizing the views of a certain policy. 
 

3. Methods 
3.1 Word embedding 
In order for machine to process natural language, the language data has to be represented in numerical 

data, and data structure decision process has to be performed in advance to extract proper features as natural 
language from a certain word corpus.  

Word embedding is a methodology to represent numerically a certain text data. 
Traditional approach to deal with words is one hot representation that constructs vector sphere of V 

dimension for all words in the corpus where V is the number of words, and denotes the dimension of the 
target word as one. One corpus is a V dimensional vector, and the value of each index is the frequency of 
words, i.e. bag of words (BOW) method. This kinds of representation is intuitive, but has drawbacks that the 
dimension is huge according to V and the resulting vector is sparse. Also, the distance of each word is one, 
which means the representation does not accommodate similarity concept.  

Neural network language model (NNLM) is a language model that, using neural network, predicts joint 
probability of nth word given a sequence of n-1 words, from the distributional hypothesis that words occurred 
in a similar context will have the similar meaning. NNLM tries to solve the sparcity problem of semantic 
space by using internal embedding matrix to transform a V dimensional locally represented word into a 
m-dimensional feature vector as an input of neural network. From the inner product of V dimensional locally 
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represented word and m-dimensional embedding matrix, we can obtain m dimensional feature vector from a 
certain word[1]. This distributionally represented word can be mapped into m dimensional real number space 
to compare the similarity of the particular word with its neighboring words.  

Nowadays, there have been various algorithms proposed because of recent popularity of estimating 
distributed representations of words based on word embedding from neural networks.  

Aforementioned method of estimating distributed representations of words based on word embedding 
from neural networks basically requires much computation for the learning steps of matrices that constitute 
neural networks to emulate non-linear functions in the hidden layers.  

Word2vec algorithm removes non-linearity and significant number of matrices inside neural networks 
and augment a few training skills for estimating embedding matrices to enhance computational costs from 
the legacy modus operandi [2].  

In our experiment, we use word2vec algorithm from continuous bag of words (CBOW). Table 1 shows 
two words as an example and their similar words. 

 

Table 1. Similarity of distributionally represented words 

Searched words Government Democracy 

Similar words and their similarities Regime / 0.5784 Justice / 0.5848 

President / 0.5162 Country / 0.5208 

Blue House / 0.4605 Our country / 0.5048 

 

For example, the table 2 lists three similar words for the word “government”. The most similar word of 
“government” is “regime” with the similarity value 0.5784. The 2nd similar word for the word “government” 
is “president” with the similarity value 0.5162.  And the 3rd similar word for the word “government” is 
“blue house” with the similarity value 0.4605. In the table 2, there are three similar words for the word 
“democracy”. The most similar word of “democracy” is “justice” with the similarity value 0.5848. The 2nd 
similar word for the word “democracy” is “country” with the similarity value 0.5208.  And the 3rd similar 
word for the word “democracy” is “our country” with the similarity value 0.5048. 

 
3.2 Long short term memory (LSTM) 
Ordered sequence of distributionally represented words are mapped into multi-dimensional vector space 

and they have semantic meaning as a part of natural language.  
In complicated problems such as speech recognition, sentence classification, etc., there is a tendency that 

the input sequence is getting longer, and it will lengthen the propagation on a temporal axis. This will cause 
gradient diminishing or gradient exploding which hinders parameter training. In recurrent neural networks, it 
is well known that it is difficult to train long-term information with gradient descent technique only [3]. 

Figure 2 shows the memory block of LSTM. LSTM preserves cell state in the hidden layer of recurrent 
neural network, and manages information by the states of forget gate, input gate, and output gate. Owing to 
this architecture, LSTM can choose and save pieces of information with long term dependency into memory, 
and thereby is known to be able to store about 1,000 pieces of temporal information [4,5]. The cell state C  

at the time t is defined from the cell state C  of input x  at time t, input gate g  and forget date g  from 
the cell state C  at the time t-1. The memory block state h  at the time t is defined from the output gate 

g  to decide how much information will be outputted from C . Each gate is defined from x  and h . 
\ 
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Figure 2. The Memory block of LSTM 

 

Figure 3. Screenshot of Our Proposed System 
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4. Experimental Results 
Figure 3 shows a screenshot of our proposed system. Our system is developed in Python language. For 

the development, we use PyCharm as an integrated development environment (IDE). For the deep learning 
library, we use TensorFlow 1.0 on Windows machine. The TensorFlow library we have used is a binary 
version for Windows. Since we have not compiled the TensorFlow library using Bazel under our Windows 
system, you can see some warning messages in the beginning of the training process, however the warning 
messages do not affect the training process. 

Table 2 shows the information on the word corpuses of cyber public spheres. For each cyber public 
sphere, we assigned 1,000 instances, which is a total of 2,000 instances. The 1,000 instances is divided into 
700 training instances and 300 test instances. Therefore there is a total of 1,400 instances for training and 
600 instances for testing our proposed system.  

We have collected the data from two online public forums, which show completely different political 
tendency. The one is Today’s Humor site, also known as Ou. Ou is famous for its political polarity to 
Deobooleoh Democratic Party, also known as Together with Democratic Party. Most opinions prefer the 
political opinions and ideas of Deobooleoh Democratic Party. And most sentences in Ou are basically polite 
words. When a user uses rude words or casual words, she/he could be criticized and banned. 

The other one is Ilgan Best, also known as Ilbe. In contrast, Ilbe is famous for its political polarity to 
Liberty Korea Party (LKP). Ilbe shows opposing political tendency to Ou. Most opinions prefer the political 
opinions and ideas of Liberty Korea Party. Ilbe is notorious for its rude sentences in their articles and reviews. 
When a user uses polite words, she/he could be criticized as a hypocrite. 

Table 3 shows the results for our proposed system. We applied various parameters to the system to 
estimate the performance for the experimental data and compare the performance results.  

 

Table 2. Word corpuses of cyber public spheres 

 Cyber public sphere A Cyber public sphere B Total 

Training Data 700 700 1,400 

Test Data 300 300 600 

 

Table 3. Performance comparison by parameters 

 Learning rate # of LSTM Cells Accuracy 

LSTM 1 0.01 5 52.00% 

LSTM 2 0.001 5 57.00%  

LSTM 3 0.0001 5 55.00% 

LSTM 4 0.0003 5 54.50% 

 
For the experiment, we fix the number of LSTM cells to be 5. From the table 3, it can be seen that we have 

the best results 57.00 accuracy when the learning rate is 0.001. The results is not very encouraging at this 
time, which will be the future work for improving the experimental results.  

 

5. Conclusion 
In this paper, we focus on the classification of political polarity in cyber public sphere. For this purpose, 

we apply two well-known deep learning methodologies, word embedding and long short term memory 
(LSTM). The discussion data in the cyber public sphere is transformed into word corpus through word 
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embedding for deep learning processing. From the transformed word corpus data, we train a recurrent neural 
network (RNN) system with softmax function. The resulting accuracy is not very remarkable at this time, 
and we will improve the accuracy by refining the parameter of the LSTM and application of related work. 
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